Keeping the consistency of requirements in different artifacts along the development process is a cumbersome activity, especially if it is done manually. Previous studies have investigated the use of User Stories to write testable requirements in order to automate the assessment of a given set of development artifacts. This paper expands the research in this field describing a scenario-based approach for checking consistency in User Interface (UI) design artifacts, modeling business and user requirements. A case study is presented as a proof of concept showing how our approach could be used to ensure the consistency of both business and task models, besides UI prototypes and scenarios. Preliminary testing results have shown that our approach is able to identify even fine-grained inconsistencies in the mentioned artifacts, allowing establishing a reliable compatibility among different UI design artifacts.
INTRODUCTION
Modeling information systems is a very complex task. Several aspects of information, from the macro business goals until the most detailed information about user tasks must be taken into account. For facing this challenge, software systems tend to be designed based in several requirements artifacts, modeling different aspects of the system (e.g. business models, use cases, task models, etc.). Artifacts are the means by which the outcomes of these modeling activities are registered. As many stakeholders have different views of the system and different phases of development require distinct information, artifacts used for modeling tend to be very diverse throughout the development and ensuring their consistency is quite challenging [25] . In iterative processes, the cycle of producing and evaluating artifacts permeates all phases of system development, from requirements and business analysis until the software testing.
On one hand, business requirements are usually modeled using Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [8] . BPMN is a well-established approach to model businessoriented tasks in a high-level of abstraction through a workflow view. User requirements, on the other hand, can be obtained using a diverse set of methods. User-centered approaches usually model requirements using artifacts such as scenarios, task models and prototypes. In a scenario-based approach, these artifacts can be additionally aligned to provide a complete software design specification for interactive systems.
User Stories [4] are artifacts that allow specifying natural language requirements using scenarios in a simple and understandable way for different stakeholders. Additionally, scenarios from User Stories can be directly tested from their textual specifications. They provide actually a "live" documentation once it contains, in a single artifact, the specification itself besides test cases which are able to certify whether some requirement has been attended or not. However, current testing approaches using User Stories focus essentially on assessing final user interfaces that are typically produced late in the development process.
Since long time ago, it is a peaceful argument that providing early assessment is very helpful for detecting errors of modeling as soon as possible, before making strong commitments with the software implementation [14] . Nonetheless, ensuring the consistency of other artifacts every time a requirement is introduced and/or modified is a discouraging activity for software development teams, especially if it should be done manually. Several tools both in the academy and industry environments have provided means of vertically tracing requirements through different artifacts, although they do not provide means of checking the consistency of such requirements [23] .
In this paper, we propose to explore the use of such techniques to investigate testing perspectives for user interface design artifacts that model different aspects of both business and user requirements. Considering a scenariobased approach, the aim is to verify and test the consistency of three early artifacts: BPMN models, low-fidelity prototypes and task models, looking for errors and inconsistencies when modeling functional requirements. A case study for the flight tickets e-commerce domain is presented as a proof of concept to attest the feasibility of the approach. In the following sections, we present the foundations for our approach, followed by our strategy for modeling and conducting tests in the mentioned artifacts. Further, we describe a case study that demonstrates its feasibility and discuss the advantages and shortcomings of the approach. Lastly, we lay out our next steps for research in this field.
FOUNDATIONS User Stories and Scenario-based design
Scenario-based design (SBD) is a family of techniques in which the use of a future system is concretely described at an early point in the development process. Narrative descriptions of envisioned usage episodes are then employed in a variety of ways to guide the development of the system. Like other user-centered approaches, scenario-based design changes the focus of design work from defining system operations (i.e., functional specification) to describing how people will use a system to accomplish work tasks and other activities [19] .
SBD follows an iterative design framework in which scenarios serves as a central representation of requirements throughout the development cycle, first describing the goals and concerns of current use, and then being successively transformed and refined through an iterative design and evaluation process (Figure 1 ). However, from analysis to evaluation, the SBD cycle does not tackle how to manage and assess the flow of artifacts that are produced all along these multiple development phases. As central representation of requirements, scenarios can admit multiple templates according to the phase of development and to the level of abstraction that they are addressing for some information. Free narratives, for example, are useful in the very early phases, when typically high-level business requirements are being defined (problem scenarios). Nevertheless, they are a frequent source of misunderstandings when used to refine requirements in activity or interaction scenarios in the design phase. According to this template, a User Story is described with a title, a narrative and a set of scenarios representing the acceptance criteria. The title provides a general description of the story, referring to a feature that this story represents. The narrative describes the referred feature in terms of the role that will benefit from the feature, the feature itself, and the benefit it will bring to the business. The acceptance criteria are defined through a set of scenarios, each one with a title and three main clauses: "Given" to provide the context in which the scenario will be actioned, "When" to describe events that will trigger the scenario and "Then" to present outcomes that might be checked to verify the proper behavior of the system. Each one of these clauses can include an "And" statement to provide multiple contexts, events and/or outcomes. Each statement in this representation is called step.
User Stories are usually specified by Product Owners [20] to settle a big picture about features that will be developed, emphasizing, for each one, the business value they will bring to users. The set of acceptance criteria that compose the User Story determines whether a feature can be considered as "done", i.e. under which conditions stakeholders will consider this feature able to add value to the business. By specifying such conditions through examples of use, stakeholders set up the validation scenarios under which the system should be tested.
Business Process Modeling
Business Process can be understood as the step-by-step rules specific to the resolution of some business problem. Business Process Modeling (BPM) refers to the design and execution of business processes. Among the benefits of BPM are the formalization of current processes and the support for efficiently automating the process flow. Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a graphical flowchart-like language intended for use by business analysts and developers to build business process diagrams [9] .
Notational elements in business process diagrams are divided into four basic categories: flow objects, artifacts, connecting objects and swimlanes, each of which consists of a set of elements. They include events, activities, gateways, data objects, groups, annotations, sequence and message flows, and associations. By following the flow of activities in the model, we succeed building high-level scenarios. Examples of notational elements are presented in the case study.
Modeling User Requirements for Interactive Systems

Task Modeling
Task models provide a goal-oriented description of interactive systems, but avoiding the need for the level of detail required for a full description of the user interface. Each task can be specified at various abstraction levels, describing an activity that has to be carried out to fulfil the user's goals. By modeling tasks, designers are able to describe activities in a fine granularity, for example, covering the temporal sequence of tasks to be carried out by the user or system, as well as any preconditions for each task [16] .
HAMSTERS [13] is a tool-supported graphical task modeling notation for representing human activities in a hierarchical and ordered manner. At the higher abstraction level, goals can be decomposed into sub-goals, which can in turn be decomposed into activities. The output of this decomposition is a graphical tree of nodes. Nodes can be tasks or temporal operators. Tasks can be of several types and contain information such as a name, information details, and criticality level. Abstract Task is a task that involves subtasks of different types. System Task is a task performed only by the system. User Task is a generic task describing a user activity. It can be specialized as a Motor Task (e.g. a physical activity), a Cognitive Task (e.g. decision making, analysis), or Perceptive Task (e.g. perception of alert). Finally, Interactive Task represents an interaction between the User and the System; it can be refined into Input Task when the users provide input to the system, Output Task when the system provides an output to the user, and Input/Output Task that is a mix of both, but performed in an atomic way.
Additionally, temporal relationships between tasks are represented by means of operators. The operator "Enable" (>>) describes that the tasks T1 and T2 occur sequentially, one after the other. Other operators such as "Concurrent" (|||), "Choice" ([]), "Order independent" (|=|), etc. describe that tasks can be held simultaneously, the choice of one implies that the other will be disabled, or that the user can choose whether he will perform the one or another task first. It is the use of these operators to link tasks in the model that allows extracting scenarios to be performed in the system. This is done by following the multiple achievable paths in the model, with each combination of them generating an executable scenario.
Prototyping
A prototype is a previous representation of an interactive system. Prototypes are concrete artifacts and important components of the design process. They encourage communication, helping designers, engineers, managers, software developers, customers and users to discuss design options and interact with each other. They also permit early evaluation since they can be tested in various ways, including traditional usability studies and informal user feedback, throughout the design process [1] . Prototypes are often used in an iterative design process where the prototype is refined and become more and more close to the final user interface through the identification of user needs, constraints and feedbacks on early prototypes. It makes particularly important the investigation of multiple design options in the early phases. By running simulations on prototypes, we can determine potential scenarios that users can perform in the system.
Along this refining process, the prototype can be designed in different levels of fidelity. The prototype fidelity expresses the similarity between the final user interface (running in a particular technological space) and the prototyped UI. The UI prototype fidelity is said to be high if the prototype representation is the closest possible to the final UI, or almost in the same representation type. The fidelity is said to be low if the prototype representation only partially evokes the final UI without representing it in full details. Between highfidelity and low-fidelity exists the medium-fidelity level, that gives more importance to the contents than the style with which these contents are presented [5] .
Prototyping is primarily a design activity in software engineering. It ensures that software prototypes evolve into technically sound working systems and serves for studying the effectiveness of particular designs.
PROPOSED APPROACH
For modeling business and user requirements, we propose a scenario-based approach, taking multiple views of the system into account. Figure 2 illustrates this approach, so far designed for supporting three modeling processes: business modeling, task modeling and prototyping. The processes of business and task modeling as well as the process of prototyping are iterative and contribute mutually for the development of each one. The relationship between task modeling and prototyping are quite natural once both composes the typical process of modeling user requirements for interactive systems. Both of them are also innately scenario-based as they use scenarios to perform and simulate user activities in the system. The relationship between business and task models has already been studied by some authors [17] [25]. Winckler and Palanque [25] have demonstrated how -starting from a business process -task models can be designed to specify the flow of detailed tasks that a user should accomplish to perform a given activity for each business process. With this perspective, the process of business modeling can also fit in a scenario-based approach, once the overall business view about the system can be easily described using a scenario narrative.
Figure 2. Modeling business and user requirements in a scenario-based approach.
The problem raised in such processes is that there is not a common ground to specify scenarios for each model. They can be freely described following few or no templates, from informal descriptions such as textual narratives until more formal ones such as pre-formatted lists of tasks extracted from task models. It makes very hard the work of identifying similar requirements that eventually describe the same features but in different perspectives. To tackle this problem, we explore the use of the ontological support proposed by Silva et al. [21] aiming describing common behaviors with a standard vocabulary for writing User Stories as scenario artifacts. The main benefit of this strategy is that User Stories described following a common vocabulary can be directly automated for running test scenarios on other artifacts. As the common vocabulary has been set using well-established concepts such as UsiXML [11] , W3C MBUI [18] and others, it establishes indeed the searched common ground for a scenario-based approach considering multiple artifacts.
The ontology covers concepts related to graphical components (presentation and behavior) used to build web and mobile applications. It also models concepts describing the structure of User Stories, tasks, scenarios and prototypes. As illustrated by Figure 3 , the specification of behaviors encompasses when the interaction can be performed (using Given, When and/or Then clauses) and which graphical elements (i.e. Radio Button, CheckBox, Calendar, Link, etc.) are suitable to implement the expected system behavior. In the example, the behavior receives two parameters: an "elementName" and a "locatorParameters". The first parameter is associated to data for testing, while the second parameter refers to the interaction element supported by this behavior, in this case: "Radio Button", "CheckBox", "Calendar" and "Link". To comply with semantic rules, the behavior "I chose \"$elementName\" referring to \"$locatorParameters\"" shown in Figure 3 can be modelled into a predefined behavior "chooseReferringTo", called Common
Step. The ontological model describes only behaviors that report steps performing actions directly on the user interface through interaction elements. This is a powerful resource because it allows keeping the ontological model domainfree, which means it is not subject to particular business characteristics in the User Stories, promoting the reuse of steps in multiple scenarios. Thus, steps can be easily reused to build different behaviors for different scenarios.
Based on the presented strategy, we set out four main challenges for implementing this approach as follows: (i) adhere to a model-based approach for describing artifacts produced along the process; (ii) teams must be willing to adopt the template for User Stories as well as the vocabulary proposed in the ontology; (iii) the ontology must be expressive enough to cover the UI-supported set of interactive behaviors; and (iv) tests must be carried out by our set of tools.
Target Stakeholders
Many stakeholders are typically involved in the development of interactive systems. Table 1 summarizes their typical activities when modeling interactive system and the benefits they can get from using our proposed approach.
Stakeholders Activity Benefit
Client Define business and user requirements.
Requirements and automated acceptance testing implemented in a natural and high-level language.
Product Owner and Business Analyst
Write User Stories and define the business model.
A reliable and consistent compatibility between User Stories and business models.
Requirements and Test Analyst
Write and format User Stories and help to design task models.
A common and standard vocabulary for writing and formatting User Stories.
Designers Design task models and UI prototypes.
A reliable and consistent compatibility between task models and UI prototypes. Table 1 . Target stakeholders of the approach.
CASE STUDY
In order to conduct a proof of concept for our approach, we propose a case study in the flight tickets e-commerce domain. In the following subsections, we present a part of this case with the business process modeling using BPMN, the task modeling using HAMSTERS, the set of resultant scenarios formatted as User Stories, and finally the user interface prototyping using a sketching tool. Both modeling and testing activities have been carried out by the authors of this study. Figure 4 presents the BPMN model for the case study. At the top, in the first lane, we have the set of activities performed by users. In the second lane, we have the set of activities performed by the airline company. At first, the set of activities performed by the airline company could be made either manually or in an automated way (using a software system). For this study, we are assuming that the choice is to conduct these activities in an automated way, using a web software system. The online booking process of flight tickets is divided in 2 main sub-processes. The first one is the search of flights based on a provided set of parameters and the consequent selection of the desired flight(s) in a list of matching flights. The second one is the process of booking effectively, providing both passengers and payment data to conclude the booking. The set of functional requirements assumed by the system is described below through a narrative scenario:
Modeling the Business Process View
The user starts the process by conducting a search of flight based on his desired parameters like origin and destination, dates, number of passengers, etc. This set of parameters is then submitted to the airline system that will process the request and creates a list of matching flights. The list of flights is then returned to the user that verify this list and chooses a flight that better suit his needs. After choosing the desired flight, the user provide all passengers data to the airline system that will process the booking. Thereby, the system confirms the availability of seats and request user to provide payment data. After the user filling and submitting the data for payment, the system processes the payment. If the payment is accepted, then the booking is completed, the user obtains a booking confirmation and the process finishes. If the payment is declined, then the booking is refused and the process finishes as well.
Modeling the Task Model View
We have manually modeled the tasks for the general business process for booking tickets presented in the previous subsection. We have selected the first sub-process for the study once it is the most interactive one and represents the main source of cognitive efforts from users and designers. The second sub-process, being simply a data providing in forms, is not so relevant to demonstrate the concepts presented in the paper, even though the whole process could be supported by our approach. The task models for the process of searching and choosing flights have been modeled using the HAMSTERS notation. Figure 5 presents respectively the extract of the business process selected for modeling and the resultant task models.
In the transition (a), the initial business activity "Search Flights" has been mapped to the abstract/iterative task "Search Flights" once it is performed by the user. This task is exploited in an ordered sequence of input/output tasks. First, the user goes to the web page where he provides data for search, then he provides a set of data for searching his flights, submits the search, and finally verifies the resultant list of flights. Those are sequential user tasks (operator "Enable"). For the abstract task "Verify List of Flights", the system actually provides the list of available flights and then the subtask "Choose Flights" becomes available to be performed by the user. It matches with the business activity "Verify List of Flights" in the BPMN model.
For providing the set of data for searching ("Infs:"), the user can inform in any other (operator "Order independent"): departure, destination, number of passengers, departure date, and trip type. The abstract tasks "Inform Departure" and "Inform Destination" originate a sequence of three tasks. The first one in which the user informs a departure (or arrival) city, the second one in which the system provides a list of airports in that city, and finally the third one in which the user chooses the departure (or arrival) airport. The abstract task "Choose Trip Type" is actually a decision task once the user can choose (operator "Choice") between a one-way and a round trip. If he chooses a round trip, he needs to inform the arrival date as well.
In the transition (b) of Figure 5 , we present the sequence of the flow. The business activity "Choose a Flight" has been mapped to the abstract/interactive task "Choose Flights" in the task model (notice that this same task has already been represented as the last abstract task in the first transition). Exploiting the task "Choose Flights", the system requests user for choosing a flight, then the user evaluates the availability of flights (cognitive analysis task), and finally he makes a decision, choosing the desired flight (cognitive decision task). After the cognitive decision about which flight to choose, the user finally performs the input task of selecting the desired flight. As a result, the system asks the user to provide his login information to proceed the booking with passengers and payment data.
Notice that business and task models are complementary. The business process model provides an overview of the activity flow of the system, emphasizing high-level processes involving diverse business actors. In a different way, the task model is more focused in describing detailed user tasks while interacting with the system, emphasizing lower level tasks. Thereby, task models provide more refined resources and descriptors to model user interactions than those provided by business process models.
Extracting User Stories and Scenarios
Based on the task model developed for the process of searching and choosing flights, we have automatically extracted some possible scenarios that a user could perform in the system. HAMSTERS tool supports innately the extraction of scenarios from task models, by running them and extracting the possible achievable paths. Figure 6 illustrates an extraction result. The presented path simulates a scenario for a one-way trip. The ordered sequence of tasks for this scenario is listed at the top. This scenario is then manually formatted to meet the User Story template, with each ordered task being mapped to a testable interactive behavior described in the ontology.
Hereafter, we present two formatted User Stories. The first story focuses on the process of searching flights, with a narrative describing the role involved with the history, the feature that this history describes in the user's point of view, and finally the benefit that this feature brings to the user in terms of business goals. In the first scenario for this history ("One-Way Tickets Search", presented above), the expected result for the search is a new screen presenting a "List of Available Flights", in which the user might select the desired flight in a list of flights matching his search. The second scenario ("Search for a return flight before a departure flight") describes the behavior for a specific business rule, simulating an error situation when searching for a return flight before a departure flight. The expected outcome is the impossibility to search flights. Notice that this last scenario has been specified with its respective testing data while the first one has been specified only with data domains.
Scenario: One-Way Tickets Search
Given I go to "Find Flights" When I choose "One way" referring to "Trip Type" And I inform "Departure City" and choose "Departure Airport" in the field "Departure" And I inform "Arrival City" and choose "Arrival Airport" in the field "Destination" And I set "Valid Departure Date" in the field "Departure Date" And I choose the option of value "2" in the field "Number of passengers" And I submit "Search" Then will be displayed "List of Available Flights" Figure 6 . Scenarios being extracted from task models and then being formatted by the ontology as User Stories.
User Story: Flight Tickets Search Narrative: As a user I want to be able to search tickets, providing locations and dates. So that I can obtain information about rates and times of flights.
Scenario: One-Way Tickets Search (…)
Scenario: Search for a return flight before a departure flight Given I go to "Find Flights" When I choose "Round trip" referring to "Trip Type" And I inform "New York" and choose "NYC-New York, NY" in the field "Departure" And I inform "Los Angeles" and choose "LAX-Los Angeles International, CA" in the field "Destination" And I try to set "12/15/2017" in the field "Departure Date" And I try to set "12/10/2017" in the field "Arrival Date" Then will not be possible to search flights User Story: Select the desired flight Narrative: As a frequent traveler I want to get the list of flights and their rates and times So that I can select the desired flight after a search of available flights.
Scenario: Select a diurnal flight
One-Way Tickets Search Given "Flights Page" is displayed When I click on "Flights" referring to "AA flight 6557, AA flight 51" Then "Optional log in" is displayed
The second history focuses on the process of choosing a flight in a list of available flights. The scenario "Select a diurnal flight", using the Scenario "One-Way Tickets Search", simulates the selection in the list of available flights, a couple of diurnal flights, the AA6557 and the AA51. For this case, the behavior expected from the system is the presentation of a new screen with the "Optional log in" message, indicating the user is able to login in order to proceed to the booking, filling the passengers and payment data, which is in line with both business and task models.
Designing the Prototype View
For designing prototypes, we have chosen the sketches produced by Balsamiq Mockups. Balsamiq is a rapid wireframing tool that reproduces the experience of sketching on a whiteboard, but using a computer. Figure 7 presents the scenario "One-Way Tickets Search" supporting the development of a sketch prototyped for the User Story "Flight Tickets Search".
Scenario:
One-Way Tickets Search Given I go to "Find Flights" When I choose "One way" referring to "Trip Type" And I inform "Departure City" and choose "Departure Airport" in the field "Departure" And I inform "Arrival City" and choose "Arrival Airport" in the field "Destination" And I set "Valid Departure Date" in the field "Departure Date" And I choose the option of value "2" in the field "Number of passengers" And I submit "Search" Then will be displayed "List of Available Flights" Figure 7 . Sketch for the User Story "Flight Tickets Search" built from the scenario "One-Way Tickets Search".
By using the ontology, the prototype can be manually designed already considering the set of interactive elements supported by each behavior. For example, the behavior "goTo" in the first step ("I go to 'Find Flights'") is supported only by the interaction element Browser Window. Thus, the designer has no other option to address this behavior. Indeed, in the prototype, it has been used a Browser Window for this behavior. On the other hand, the fifth step ("I set 'Valid Departure Date' in the field 'Departure Date'") addresses the interaction element "Departure Date" that refers in the prototype to the Calendar used for picking up a date of departure. The behavior "setInTheField" is also supported by Dropdown Lists, Text Fields and Autocompletes. Thus, the designer could have picked any of them instead, but not a Button, for instance, once it does not support the behavior "setInTheField". Following the mapping, the second step addresses the interaction element "Trip Type" that refers to the Link bar used for choosing between a one-way and a Formatting by the ontology round trip. The third and fourth steps addresses the interaction elements "Departure" and "Destination" that share the same interactive behavior, so the designer can simply reuse it for both elements in order to keep the semantic consistency of the interaction. A Text Field with a searching feature has been chosen. It means that this element supports an operation autocomplete where, with a single interaction, the user attains to inform some partial text and (based on the instant matching results) choose the desired option. The sixth step addresses the interaction element "Number of passengers" that refers to the Combo Box used for choosing the number of passengers in a finite list. Finally, the seventh step addresses the interactive element "Search" that refers to the Button used for submitting the search.
Mapping Elements for Testing
The testing of UI design artifacts is conducted by automatically checking whether requirements have been consistently modeled. Table 2 exemplifies the correspondence of concepts in the models and in the ontology. In the example, the consistency of the requirements representation of the interaction element "Departure Date", used in the prototype, is being checked in the other requirements artifacts until reaching the high-level business activity "Search Flights".
Artifact
Concepts
Step Table 2 . Example of concept mapping for testing. Figure 8 illustrates the testing path covering an extract of the BPMN model (a), task model (b), scenario (c), and prototype (d). Following the approach presented above, the first results of testing have shown, for example, that the step "Given I go to 'Find Flights'" has been correctly attended by all business process model, task model and prototype. It means that there is an activity in the business process model ("Search Flights"), a task in the task model ("Go to Find Flights"), and an interaction element ("Browser Window") in the prototype to attend properly this step. Our approach has also identified some important inconsistencies in the artifacts under testing. The second step of the two first scenarios ("When I choose 'One way/Round trip' referring to 'Trip Type'") has failed in the prototype. This
Step has failed because regardless presenting a proper Link bar for selecting a one-way or round trip, the element cannot be identified as belonging to "Trip Type". It lacks a label in the prototype to identify it. Notice that, in the task model, if the correspondent task "Choose Trip Type" had been defined by an operator "Enable" after the sequence of tasks to inform departure, destination and dates, the test would fail. As this operator determines sequential tasks, the model would be conflicting with the sequence determined in the scenario. The last step of the two first scenarios ("Then will be displayed 'List of Available Flights'" and "Then will not be possible to search flights") has also failed when testing the prototype. Once the dialog component (dynamic behavior) is not conceived yet, we cannot check if the outcome of those scenarios would be respectively the list of available flights and the impossibility to search flights. The last step of the second scenario has also failed for the task model. As user errors are not part of a user goal, they are usually omitted from tasks descriptions, making this kind of test fails. Means of representing these potential errors on task models is being recently studied [7] . Once it is implemented in the model, tests could run using the same approach to identify this kind of error. Finally, all of the other remaining steps were successfully performed and passed the tests. Notice that once some step of scenario fails, the scenario is considered as failed as well.
RELATED WORKS
Language Extended Lexicon (LEL) [10] has used natural language for specifying requirements since the 90's. The authors propose a lexical analysis of requirements descriptions in order to integrate Scenarios into a requirements baseline, making possible tracing their evolution. They were followed by several attempts to identify test cases from requirements specified in natural language [6] [22] . Several authors [2] [3] [12] [26], on the other hand, concentrate efforts in providing automated tools to keep compatibility between different artifacts models. Those approaches, regardless providing some mechanism to trace or assess requirements for particular environments, do not consider how to integrate and test the set of multiple other artifacts that are commonly used throughout development processes.
Luna et al. [12] propose WebSpec, a requirement artifact used to capture navigation, interaction and UI features in web applications, where diagrams can be validated due to the automatic derivation of interaction tests. Wolff et al. [26] pro-poses to link GUI specifications to abstract dialogue models describing behavioral characteristics. This approach provides an interesting mechanism to control changes in interface elements, however the approach is not iterative and does not provide the necessary testing component to check and verify user interfaces against predefined behaviors from requirements. Buchmann and Karagiannis [2] presented a modeling method for the elicitation and validation of requirements for mobile apps that enables semantic traceability for the requirements representation, but using an extremely heavy modeling approach that is not suitable to check requirements in a high level of abstraction, validating only requirements that were modeled within the approach.
Campos et al. [3] propose a model-based testing approach to support linking task models to an existing, executable, interactive application. The method allows defining a systematic correspondence between the user interface elements and user tasks. The problem with this approach is that it only covers the interaction of task models with final UIs, not covering early artifacts. Another problem is it requires much intervention of developers to prepare the source code to support the integration, making it difficult to be adopted in applications that cannot receive interventions in the code level. Lastly, Valente et al. [24] propose an approach considering User Stories for bridging business process and user tasks, but aiming support enterprise modeling and software architecture. The authors propose an approach called Goals Approach that focus on how to obtain a goals business model of requirements based on the DEMO method. The approach however is aimed to address the process issues, not covering the assessment aspects.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Even being preliminary, the results we have obtained so far are quite promising. Addressing the four challenges we stated when presenting the approach and based on such results, we can highlight a set of advantages and some shortcomings. Concerning the adherence to a model-based approach, this approach benefits from the independence for testing artifacts. Artifacts do not need to be prepared for testing, neither be part of some development process to be tested. Once the approach is suited to run with any software development process, testing can be conducted in an independent manner, only in the set of artifacts designed at a given time, which benefits early artifacts. However, so far we are only covering artifacts modeled in BPMN, HAMSTERS and Balsamiq. We also did not evaluate yet the impact of maintaining and evolving such artifacts throughout the development process.
Concerning the adoption of the template for User Stories and the vocabulary proposed in the ontology, an advantage is that requirements and tests in User Stories are kept in a natural and high-level language. Keeping them as such helps to establish a common vocabulary for the whole team, and allows non-technical stakeholders to effectively participate at the specification and testing processes. Although this study does not cover evaluation with potential users, ongoing work aims to investigate the use of the approach in a broader case study with Product Owners, evaluating the workload, the maintainability and the scalability of the approach.
Concerning the expressiveness of the ontology, an advantage is that the approach is domain-independent, once the lowlevel interactive actions on UI elements (such as clicks, selections, settings, etc.) are the same regardless the application domain. Another advantage is the plurality of interaction elements modeled by the ontology used. As many of them can answer the same behavior, even if a Combo Box has been chosen to attend some behavior in a previous prototype, an Auto Complete field could be chosen to attend this behavior on a further and more refined version, once both elements share the same ontological property for the behavior under testing. A shortcoming we have identified is related to the restricted vocabulary of the ontology. Even with the ontology mapping synonyms for some specific behaviors, it does not provide any kind of semantic interpretation, i.e. the behaviors must be specified on stories exactly as they were defined. At a first glance, nonetheless, the restricted vocabulary seems to bring less flexibility to designers, testers and requirements engineers, but at the same time, it establishes a common vocabulary, avoiding typical problems of ambiguity and incompleteness in requirements and testing specifications.
Finally, concerning our tools, one of the advantages they provide is the fine-grained testing coverage. Each small modification in the User Stories or in the artifacts is able to be captured during the testing process. The use of dataindependent scenarios is another advantage. Data can be specified through data domains to be injected on runtime (like in "One-Way Tickets Search"), or directly in the scenario description (like in "Search for a return flight before a departure flight"). The first strategy is very useful in the beginning of the project, when typically there are few definitions about representative data for testing. A limitation in our set of tools, however, is the absence of classification for errors. There is currently no distinction between the different reasons of test failure (e.g. UI element not found, behavior not supported, etc.). As shown in the case study, our approach signalize in which step of the scenario some inconsistency has been found, but do not classify it according to the solution that should be employed to solve the problem. Classifying errors would help to better identify if a given inconsistency detected is due to an actual error in the requirements representation or if it is due just to a limitation of the artifact. Our planned future works envision tackling this issue, besides conducting new studies involving more complex interactive behaviors, an increase of ontological expressiveness, and interactions in different contexts beyond the web.
